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Summary
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V.H.4 Level
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Instrument type Instrument
diameter

Mount
type

Case
type

Other functions：
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Remote pressure 
gauge output box

Adjust the 
potentiometer bank

This series are used in the occasions which the normal 
pressure gauges work。Not only can they display the 
measured pressure data,but also can output the corre-
sponding resistance data.Then input the outputted 
resistance data to the remote second gauge,this can 
realize the centralized checking and remote control.

The Gauge is made up of a spring tube pressure and a 
slip line resistance transmitter.The function of mechani-
cal part of gauge is the same as the normal spring tube 
pressure gauge,because resistance transmitter is fixed 
on a turnable gear,when the fan-shaped gear appear 
deflexion,the electric brush of resistance transmitter 
will reflexion,the electric brush of resistance transmitter 
will reflex accordingly,this will transfer the change of 
measured pressure to the change of resistance,then 
transmit the data to the second gauge,displaythe 
corresponding data one by one.Meanwhile,the first 
gauge will display the corresponding data also.

Accuracy Class:1.5
 The started resist ance of transmitter: 30
    The full resistance of transmitter:370
                The outer added voltage shouldn’t be over 
                6V for the connection end of transmitter
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This series are used to measure the pressure or liading pressure of each king of liquid 
medium with cauterization,without freezing,or non-crystallization.

The gauge is made up of measurement system (including flange 
connection head,ripple diaphragm),tuinable display parts (includ-
ing connection rod,needle,dial),and crust (including crust and 
cover ring).The crust is made up of bespatterment proof struc-
ture,has good seal performance,so can protect the inside from 
bespattering. 

The working principle is basic on the spring element(the 
diaphragm on the measuring system).Under the pressure from 
measured medium,the diaphragm will transgfigure accordingly,re-
ferring to the connection rod to make the turnable part circle and 
blow up,then the needle wil display the data. 
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Material of main parts such as the pressure guiding system casing

Flange S.S.Diaphragm 
Pressure Gauge

Butadiene-acrylonitrile 
rubber
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Operation Temperature -25~+55    and there is no harmful gas which has cauteriza-
tion affection to instrument.

Temperature affection :when the difference is 20    5    ，the additional error should 
be 0.4%/10    or smaller.

Working Location,vertical installation.

Protection Class of Crust,IP64

红器自控（江苏）
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pressure gauge

bourdon tube

operating fluid

 isolation diaphragm

Model
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Because it is filled with sealed liquid as the 
medium for pressure transmitting,when the 
temperature of pressured part raised,the 
displayed temperature will raise accordingly due 
to the inflating modulus,the temperature affection 
has relationship with the inflating modulus of 
sealed liquid,diaphragm rigidity and the 
temperature of pressured part,especially for the 
pressure gauges with low measure span.Normally 
for the pressure gauges with low measure 
span,than0.1%/℃.So normally,the total 
temoerature affection of diaphragm pressure 
gauge is the sum of normal pressure gauge and 
the pressured part.

The gauge with soft pipe installed,if the gauge and 
the suffer pressure part are not at the same height, 
there will be a pressure difference    P,   P=sealing 
liquid density    difference between gauge and 
suffer pressure part.
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Sealed Washer Material:
Butyl Rubber 
Fluorine Rubber 
Silicon Rubber    Fluorine plastic

Flange Selection
We worked out flange series standards for users 
to select according to GB,HGJ,DIN,JIS,ANSI and 
actual usage information.And we also accept the
special order for other specifications.

Sealed Liquid Selection
Inorder to make sure the reliability and safety,we 
should select the suitable sealed liquid according 
to the different application.

indicating portion

trachlea portion

pressure part

specific gravity of sealing fluid

liquid level difference

Cauterization-proofTemperature Characteristic
The Cauterization-proof performance can be 
guaranteed by suitable selection,diaphragm,
flange,and sealed washer.
Diaphragm Material:0Cr17Ni12Mo2(316);
Monel (Cu30Ni70)
Hass (HC276)
Ta    F4

Flange Material:
0Cr17Ni12Mo2(316);
S.S.0Cr17Ni12Mo2(316);
Stainless steel lined with fluorplastic(316+F4)
S.S. with F4liner.

Liquid Pressure Difference
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Hongqi Instrument (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.

Tel:+86-517-8688 0701 
Fax:+86-517-8688 6291
Add: No.19 Runlou Road, Jinhu, Huai'an, Jiangsu, China


